“On Dasher, On Dancer!” Santa calls each reindeer by name, Your next clue can be found behind a smiling face in a picture _____.

Out of all the reindeer, Rudolph is the star with millions of fans. See what you find in the kitchen where we keep the pots and _____.

The Grinch starts out as an unmerry guy – a thief and a vandal, No need to steal or break anything for your next clue, just look under a _______.

Christmas isn’t just about gifts, it’s also about the moments we share, Think about your favorites when fetching the next clue from near a _______.

Into freezing cold Arctic water polar bears happily plunge, But that sounds extreme. Instead, check under a cleaning tool, the _______.

Santa pops down the chimney, leaves gifts & departs with great haste, Your next stop should be where you keep your floss and __________.

Good manners keep you on the nice list; say “thank you” and “please.” Since you asked nicely, the next clue is near where we keep the ____. 

You’ve eaten some cookies and the hot chocolate is gone – you drank it. If you have a food coma, cozy up with your next clue under the _____.

You’re nearing the end and the pile of clues is getting larger and larger Keep your energy up and find the next one near the phone _______.

With all the hunting, rhyming and searching, hope it’s been fun, There’s one clue left - you’re almost done! Look around the Christmas tree for the very last one.